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This paper outlines activity theory (henceforth called AT), a theoretical approach
developed by the psychologists of the former Soviet Union beginning in the 1930s
and continuing to the present. AT de® nes `activity’ as a goal directed system in
which cognition, behaviour and motivation are integrated and organized by goals
and the mechanisms of self-regulation. The purpose of this paper is to describe
AT, and to compare it to the orientations widely adopted in the West, primarily
information processing and cognitive psychology.

1. Introduction
Activity theory (AT) is a psychological paradigm that was a foundation for the study
of work behaviour in the former Soviet Union. AT assumes a distinctive human
psychology de® ned by goal directed behaviour. In AT, goal-orientation mobilizes
cognitive, behavioural and motivational components into an integrated system com-
posed of discrete cognitive-a� ective units that includes goal-oriented feed-forward
and feedback components. AT utilizes diverse, dynamic functional units of analysis,
the most fundamental of which is a concept of Action, which a� ected the develop-
ment of action theory in Western Europe.

Few topics in psychology are more vexed than the function of consciousness and
its relation to unconscious mental processes. AT has some roots in Marxian notions
of the 19th Century. According to Marx, insofar as it is inherently purposive and
social, work constitutes the matrix for the development of human psychology.
Simplistically put, under the rubrics of AT, plans, motives, methods of performance
and goal directed behaviour as a whole can be formulated consciously or uncon-
sciously, but the goal of an activity is always conscious. AT elaborates the processes
of distilling consciousness and self-regulation from goal-awareness implicit in work
through its empirical delineation of the human use of tools, including symbolic tools
and the e� ect of such tools in shaping actions. Tool use, including symbolic tool use,
is a transferable set of skills that engenders not only individual consciousness but
shared culture.

Thus, a particular strength of AT is the simultaneous formulation of
external behaviour in terms of inner mental concepts and dynamics. This unity
of consciousness and behaviour, embedded in a socio-historical context is a major
principle of AT (Rubinshtein 1957, Vygotsky 1960). This introduction to AT is
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o� ered because it resonates so well with current interests in theories of self-regula-
tion, the re-emergence of the function of consciousness, which has always been a
concern in AT, as a topic for research in psychology, and because it is believed that
the AT paradigm provides an eloquent and useful supplement to, human informa-
tion processing that is a widespread approach in ergonomics and engineering psy-
chology.

As noted, activity is inextricably linked with internal mental activity and con-
sciousness of abstractions from a concrete situation that anticipates sequences of
other situations, provides insight into one’ s own and others’ mental processes
guiding conscious, volitional behaviour. The inherent intersubjectivity of the AT
approach requires construal of psychological phenomenon in terms of the forces
of socio-historical development. AT incorporates unconscious components with
work on the phenomenon of set (Uznadze 1961). Set is considered a pre-disposition
toward a particular activity, composed of tendencies to perceive, interpret, formulate
a goal and act in terms of that pre-disposition. In cases of involuntary triggering
of the goal formation process, orientational re¯ exes, emotional evaluative and
motivational components of activity, and set becomes very powerful. The relation-
ship between conscious and unconscious processes has important implications not
only in clinical psychology, as is prominent in the West, but in the study of human
labour. When studying work activity for the purpose of an intervention, the ways
in which unconscious levels of regulation can be elevated to conscious ones are
particularly relevant.

The study of human labour dominated the development of AT. What
was ® rst called psychotechnics, then work psychologyÐ later adding engineering
psychology and ergonomicsÐ was not only applied psychology, but as an in¯ uential
source of basic psychological theory and research.

AT is formulated in terms of a logically ordered system of goal directed mental
and behavioural actions rather than psychic processes or reactions. In contrast to
notions of processing that emphasizes what happens strictly in the psychological
domain, the concept of action connects theory to the practical domain in ergonomics
and other I/O applications. One of the major obstacles to e� ective application of
psychology is the lack of an adequate concept of action in psychology. As Lewin
(1951 : 169) used to say, `There is nothing more practical than a good theory’ , which
is particularly relevant to psychology. So-called micro-theories that are so prevalent
in psychologyÐ are frequently of questionable utility. Therefore, many practitioners
in ergonomics attempt to `go beyond academic theorizing’ , risking the reduction of
ergonomics and human factors to a technology unrelated to a science.

2. Vygotsky’s cultural± historical theory of the development of higher mental

functions

As noted, the challenge to psychology in Soviet society was to explain the emergence
and function of consciousness in terms acceptable to Marxism. In this social milieu,
Vygotsky, an extraordinary talent, who authored fundamental research and theory
consistent with Soviet Marxism, arose, enabling psychology to advance as a disci-
pline independent from Pavlov’ s physiology. Vygotsky’ s (1930, 1934, etc.) publica-
tions at this time formed a foundation of the Social-cultural theory of higher mental
functions. Marx’ historical materialism played a fundamental role in Vygotsky’ s
thinking. Marx stated that historical changes in society and material life produce
changes in human consciousness and behaviour. Labour and the use of tools modify
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not only nature, the object of the labour, but man, the agent of the change. Vygotsky,
therefore, introduced not only the notion of tools, but the notion of signs to explain
the origins of consciousness and cognition in general. Vygotsky organized a collec-
tive of scientists under his supervision, many of whom went on to become prominent
® gures in their own right in the former Soviet Union. This group includes Leont’ev,
Luria, Gal’perin, Zaporzets, El’khonin, and others.

One of Vygotsky’ s ® rst scienti® c works was The Psychology of Arts (Vygotsky
1968). This was the ® rst work in Soviet Psychology that attempted to elucidate
psychological mental processes in relation to the system of culture and its signs.
Feelings, which previously resided within an individual, became public through
the arts. According to Vygotsky, art becomes an instrument for shaping personality.
He wrote about aesthetic responses that are elicited by art as a system of special
signs. Later, signs become a point of departure for developing his social-cultural
theory development of mind. Instead of the dyad `consciousness ± behaviour’ around
which the major ideas of psychology had developed, Vygotsky introduced a triad
`consciousnessÐ culture± behaviour’ . One of the major determinants of psychological
development is human labour, characterized by the use of tools. Tools emerge as a
socio-cultural phenomenon that encodes particular types of operations, implicitly
imposing constraints and prescriptions, that in turn socially determine practical
actions and mental operations, transcending individual psychological features.
Tools possess a mediation function ; Vygotsky calls tools that mediate mental activity
signs. When an individual performs a mental activity, he uses signs as tools in the
same way that he uses tools for performing external activity. With the help of a tool,
man changes the external environment and surrounding objects. Signs ful® l the role
of internal psychological tools. Signs are directed to internal plans and change
human psychological composition. Language is a major system of signs that mediate
the mental activity of man. Because speech is considered the most important sign
system, social interactions and communication assume critical importance in human
consciousness and cognitive functions. At the same time, Vygotsky attends to non-
verbal signsÐ gesture, mathematical symbols, etc. Signs are symbols with a de® nite
referent that has evolved through cultural history. The idea of using the sign as a
psychological tool in Vygotsky’ s theory is one of the most successful examples of the
application of semiotic ideas in psychology. The notion that sign is a psychological
tool made it possible to describe how the human mind is developed.

The acquisition of signs as cultural tools empowers the regulation of one’ s own
behaviour. Through signs, an artifact, man’ s psychology is constructed around a
system of meanings. In general, Vygotsky’ s view of higher mental functions as
having a social-historical, rather than biological origin establishes his theory as an
enduring achievement in psychology.

Man, in the ® rst instance, uses an external tool that is later transformed into an
internal sign. These provide an opportunity to track how external material activity
transforms into internal mental ones. This inspires the idea of integrating external
behavioural and internal mental activity. This brings one to the notion of interior-
ization. In the West, the notion of interiorization originates with Janet (1928) and
Piaget (1952). However, this concept is not clearly de® ned or so important in the
West (Wertsch and Stone 1995). In the former Soviet Union, it is fundamental in
Vygotsky’ s theory, and later in AT. Vygotsky asserts an inherent relationship
between external and internal activity. In Vygotsky’ s view, internalization involves
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social processes and semiotic mechanismsÐ particularly language. He elucidates this
as follows:

Any function in the child’s cultural development appears twice, or on two planes. First it
appears on the social plane, and then on the psychological plan. First it appears between
people as an interpsychological category, and then within an intrapsychological category
(Vygotsky 1960 : 197± 198).

According to Vygotsky, the process of internalization is not merely a transfer of
external processes to the internal plane. Rather, internalization is a transformational
process with changes in the structure of activity. This transforming process depends
upon cooperative labour and social interactions. Psychological tools perform their
functions on the basis of their distinct meaning. The meanings of things and actions
are acquired through external and internal tools. According to Vygotsky, internali-
zation in this case is the transformation onto an internal mental plane of external
performances during social interactions. Thus, according to Vygotsky, internaliza-
tions are derived from social interactions.

The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is another important concept in
Vygotsky’ s theory. This idea was ® rst applied by Vygotsky in the context of instruc-
tion and testing. He asserted that the ZPD is the gap between a child’s, `Actual
development as determined by independent problem solving . . . (and) . . . potential
development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers’ (Vygotsky 1978 : 86).

On the basis of this notion, he calls for dynamic assessment, a two-step process.
First, the child performs at the limits of his solitary competencies, then again assesses
his di� culty limits of his problem solving with the aid of an adult or peer expert. The
di� erence between independent and assisted solutions enables one to assess his
l̀earning potential’ as real ability. This method a� ords one the opportunity to

assess the ZPD. This is called, by Vygotsky, the genetic study of psychological
functions. The essence of the genetic method is that psychological functions are
studied dynamically during their development. It is noteworthy that this method is
used in the former Soviet Union in the area of Engineering Psychology, as well. For
example, when evaluating new equipment, one uses low level personnel (contingent,
of course to safety requirements) and observes how they master di� erent tasks.
During this procedure, psychologists can use di� erent aids to assist naõÈ ve subjects
to manage a task, observing how it a� ects performance. Here, it is important to
identify what information is more or less helpful. As a result, one can obtain a more
authentic assessment of learning ability, contrasted with an assessment of past
experience and instruction. Inasmuch as it reveals the deployment of learning
capacities over time, this enables one to change a snapshot of performance into a
movie with an unfolding plot, that uncovers underlying processes and capacities.
From an engineering psychologist’ s concern for the ® tness for use of equipment, the
length of time required for mastery is the index of the design quality of the equip-
ment. In study of the dynamic development of diverse psychological functions,
following Vygotsky, one uses the genetic method in Soviet ergonomics and
Engineering Psychology.

The study of ZPD permits Vygotsky to articulate an important principle of
psychology, `Learning precedes development’ . Tasks designed for trainees should
be positioned according to their di� culty in the ZPD. This is contrary to Piaget’ s
(1952) principle, according to which `Development precedes learning’ . This is also
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contrary to Skinner (1974), according to whom development is learning. Vygotsky
(1934) also distinguishes scienti® c and everyday concepts. He states that develop-
ment is achieved when the everyday version of a concept is transformed into a
scienti® c version. Thus, psycho-techniques, which would later be called Work
Psychology and Engineering Psychology, is not simply an applied ® eld, but an
area of basic theory and research in Soviet Psychology (Vygotsky 1930).

3. Activity theory: its emergence and development

The cultural-historical environment shapes consciousness in speci® c ways. Accord-
ingly, human behaviour is not amenable to a reduction in the models for the study of
animal behaviour. Basov (1931) suggested the use of the notion of deyatel’ nost
instead of the notion behaviour. This notion, in the Russian language, designates
a kind of human behaviour and translates into English as activity. AT emphasizes
the internal dynamics associated with the active processing of internal images and
cognitive representations. Leont’ev (1972), for example, wrote that the category of
re¯ ection is decisive for psychology. Re¯ ection is a particular kind of interaction
among phenomenon in which the re¯ ected object preserves its topological structure
within a systematic re¯ ective medium (Platanov 1982). Psychological re¯ ection is a
complex process of capturing external reality. The notion of re¯ ection in psychology
cannot be adequately comprehended in isolation from the notion of interaction.
Psychological re¯ ection is not a passive, mirror-like re¯ ection, it possesses active
features that imply some system of mental stages and operations. Thus, re¯ ection
was subsequently analysed in terms of information processing, insofar as they trans-
mit information semantically, pragmatically and quantitatively. Semantic refers to
the qualitative meanings, pragmatic refers to its utility, and quantitative refers to the
density of information available. Emotion, sensation, memory and thought were
later incorporated as distinct con® gurations of psychological re¯ ection.

The principle of the genetic study, according to which psychological functions are
studied as they are developed, is also basic to AT. There are two approaches in the
study of activity ; one through individual psychological perspectives, another in terms
of cultural-historical perspectives. The ® rst approach considers activity as an attri-
bute of individuals, under which the individual is an agent of activity. The second
approach points toward a formulation of activity, not only as an individual
trait, but as normative standards for activity that transcend separate individuals
(Shchedrovitsky 1995). In this latter perspective, the individual emerges not so
much as an agent, but a subject adjusting and adapting to the normative standards
and requirements of activity. Activity captures individuals and engenders individual-
ity as much as individuals create activity. Social and physical environment prescribes
the space of possible actions for individuals. To establish e� ective social interactions,
an individual must develop standardized actions. Expectations are formed and pre-
dictions made about how di� erent people will act in di� erent situations. Activity
includes objects and sign tools, as well as norms and procedures for attaining par-
ticular goals. When one studies individual styles of activity, one should compare
them with modal, normative activity engendering a complementary frame of indi-
vidual-psychological and cultural-historical approaches.

Physiology and psychophysiology play a fundamental role in the AT. Anokhin
(1935, 1955) and Bernshtein (1935) introduced the notions of feedback from which
they inaugurated a theory of self-regulation, almost a decade before cybernetic
thinkers such as Wiener (1958). Anokhin (1962) developed a theory of functional
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systems that described processes of self-regulation at physiological and psycho-phy-
siological levels. He took, as a point of departure, the biological importance for an
organism of the re¯ ection of repetitiveness of certain external events. For successful
adaptation to this environment, an organism must forecast di� erent events and
predict the consequences of its own reactions. At the same time, Anokhin introduces
the idea that an organism functions on the basis of polarity principles. It always
evaluates the in¯ uences in its environment in terms of a dichotomous categorization
and relates an event to a positive or negative pole. Assignment to positive and
negative poles is driven by emotional mechanisms. Anokhin (1955) developed a
notion of anticipatory re¯ ection, based on ® ndings that the brain has special
mechanisms that re¯ ect not only the representations of the current environment,
but possible future events through which an organism can regulate its behaviour.
These physiological mechanisms are implicated in the formation of new goals, fore-
casting, expectations, etc. He connects goal aspects of behaviour with physiological
apparatus that he called the acceptor of e� ect. He described a process that he called
action acceptance. This process involved the receipt of information about the result
of actions. This acceptor of e� ect enables one to compare the result of an act with
requirements. These requirements are formulated in terms of a neural-system
mechanism that functions as a template with which actual, resulting states of
neural systems are compared. Based on this, he developed a functional self-regulative
model of conditioned re¯ ex to provide an alternate explanation of conditioning. This
system includes diverse mechanisms with feed-forward and feedback interconnec-
tions and a recursive, loop structure organization. Functional systems are dynamic
entities that are mobilized, formed and dissipated upon consummatory activities.

Bernshtein (1966, 1967) was the other leading psycho-physiologist who studied
fundamental theory and research in the ® eld of self-regulation. He also invested a
great deal of attention to the control of behaviour through feedback mechanism.
Bernshtein asserted that motor functions constitute a group of basic processes
through which the organism not only interacts with its context, but acts upon it in
accordance with its needs. Each motor act is treated as an attempted solution to a
problem of action. Performance of any act implies the creation in the neural system
of functional mechanisms or encoded states called `required future’ . Consummation
of action conveyed is by continuous comparison of the process of execution of
action, results of execution with its required future state previously encoded in the
nervous system. A probabilistic prognosis is based on evaluation and exploration of
a current situation and the forecast of the near future. The programming compon-
ents of movement lead to the mobilization of movement in accordance with the
required future. Programming and realization of an action usually takes place
under a con¯ ict between an established programme of performance and continual
unpredictable changes in internal and external forces of movement. These unpredict-
able forces include uncontrolled external forces of resistance, unexpected events, the
counter-reactions of antagonistic muscle systems, etc. Accordingly, feedback and
corrections are critically important for performance. Therefore, it is not possible
to develop, in advance, a programme that precisely executes an adaptive response
without such feedback. The principle of self-regulation is a fundamental principle for
Bernshtein and Anokhin in the analysis and explanation of behaviour.

Bernshtein’ s self-regulative process contains external and internal contours of
self-regulation. External contours include feed-forward and external feedback
from external receptors. External feedback provides meaningful interpretation
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of events. Internal contours of regulation include feed-forward and feedback in
proprioceptive systems that are typically unconscious. The interrelation among
these two contours has a dynamic character. Some components of internal com-
ponents of regulation can be transferred into external contours, enabling more
precise, conscious control of behaviour. This becomes particularly important in
engineering psychology, because the transfer from one contour of regulation to
the other is critically important to training and pro® ciency of performance.

Bernshtein (1967) also introduced the concept of levels of regulation of move-
ments and actions. High levels of regulation perform a governing role to which lower
levels are subordinated. Low levels are performed unconsciously, while the higher
levels are performed consciously. During the training process, the relationship may
be altered. For example, during automatization of actions, one can observe transi-
tions from higher levels to lower levels of regulation. The research work of Anokhin
and Bernshtien was o� cially suppressed and eclipsed by Pavlov’ s approach and
assumed prominence in the former Soviet Union only after the death of Stalin
and the publication in the USSR of Wiener’ s (1958) work on cybernetics.

4. Units of analysis in activity theory

A fundamental component of AT, as it is of psychology and ergonomics generally, is
the task. The development of man± machine systems, training, and studies of produc-
tion operations often begins with task analysis. Since changing equipment character-
istics changes the method of task performance, one can evaluate the behavioural
adequacy of equipment design only by assessing it in the context of task perform-
ance. Analysis of the task performed by the worker allows the e� ciency of their work
to be estimated. The goal organizes task element as a whole, around which any task
may be represented as a logically organized system of actions.

In psychology, di� erent units of analysis exist. For example, Pavlov (1927) con-
sidered the conditioned re¯ ex to be a basic behavioural unit. Skinner (1974) deduced
the basic unit of behaviour from behaviour itself , without resorting to physiology or
other sciences. Titchenor (1909, 1910) advanced sensations as an elementary unit of
psychology. The diversity of units of analysis subverts the attempt to build a coher-
ent discipline of psychology. In the AT, actions are considered the major, discrete
units of analysis that conform to these criteria. Actions are fundamental elements
through which one can recreate holistic activity. Each action has separate conscious
goals that must be reached to attain the overall goal of the task. The initiation of
goal formulation constitutes the starting point of any action. The conclusion of
action occurs when the result of the action is evaluated in relation to the established
goal. This allows a continual ¯ ow of activity, divided into individual units delimited
by both the intermediate and terminal goals associated with the activity. One of the
critical aspects of action is the formulation of a conscious goal and an associated
capacity to regulate progress toward achievement of the goal voluntarily. It should
be noted that levels of goal-consciousness vary. In some cases, goals are very speci® c,
in others they may be general and contingent. Any action includes several compon-
ents, called operations, the performance of which contains its own purpose. Activity,
in general, may be considered as a self-regulative system composed of smaller self-
regulative units. This idea is similar to seminal work by Miller et al. (1960), who also
characterized behaviour as a hierarchical structure of recursive loop units.

Even short mental acts can be sub-divided chronometrically into a series of very
short stages. Each stage performs a particular function in the processing of informa-
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tion. Zinchenko et al. (1971) introduced the notion of a function block as a com-
ponent of cognitive action. Each function block performs a discrete function. These
stages are typically depicted graphically as a block or circles inspiring the appellation
functional block. Outside AT, homeostatic models that analogize psychological
processes to models of physics are common. However valuable these analogies
may be for stimulating thought, no one considers them representative of the
actual units of action or their causal dynamics. On the other hand, AT aspires to
a complete de® nition of psychological units and their causal interconnections. Thus,
functional mechanisms or stages of information processing may properly be con-
ceptualized as function blocks, only when they can be formulated within the context
of a well de® ned, nomothetic set of feed-forward and feedback relationships with
other functional mechanisms. AT is hierarchically organized such that more complex
units may incorporate simpler ones (Bedny and Meister 1997).

Since function blocks are stages of information processing sometimes occupying
a very short duration, measured in milli-seconds, this method for studying the con-
tent of di� erent actions is called micro-structural analysis and will be discussed later.
The outcome of this analysis is a functional model of cognitive action. In cognitive
psychology, these models are usually presented as a chain of linear sequences. In the
AT, these models have a recursive structure of inter-connecting feed-forward and
feedback loops. The relative importance of di� erent function blocks is contingent
upon the situation. In some cases, individual function blocks drop out altogether. At
present, the attempt to create a universal model of cognitive action cannot succeed.
However, the importance of this study is that mental action emerges as a complex
structure subject to self-tuning to a particular situation.

A functional structure of cognitive action is based on the following
requirements :

(1) Instantaneous cognitive actions actually occur over a short, but measurable
duration that can be represented as a series of sub-processes. Cognitive
actions are implemented through a series of functional blocks that are stages
of processing. The function block is a construct that is inferred from certain
chronometrical (time measurement) experiments and qualitative analysis,
and should not be conceived of as a physical or observable process.
Precise speci® cation of events within the function block is not always
possible (cf. cybernetic notion of black box).

(2) The list of function blocks and their content is not always the same, and how
these are utilized will vary according to the situation.

The general schema of components and units of analysis may be represented as
follows:

Activity ! Task ! Action ! Operation ! Function block

Activity and tasks are considered as objects of study because they are composed of
diverse units with complicated internal structures that represent particular kinds of
activities that are directed to achieve terminal goals. Actions, operations and
function blocks emerge as units of analysis. Actions have intermediate conscious
goals.

Figure 1 is an example of a model of perceptual action involved in visual
recognition according to Zinchenko et al. (1971). On this ® gure, one can see the
following function blocks :
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(1) Sensory-register is the ® rst stage in the formation of visual images and
constitutes the re¯ ection all of the properties that are available to visual
receptors. The content of sensory memory depends upon the physical char-
acteristics of the stimuli such as intensity, duration, contrast, etc. Here,
information is preserved for 250± 300 milliseconds.

(2) Iconic memory refers to the next block of information processing. Iconic
memory is a t̀race’ of the stimulus that Neisser (1967) claims is a copying
phase. Sensory and iconic memory have similar content. However, the
duration of maintaining the content is longerÐ 1000 milliseconds or more.
In iconic memory, information is stabilized. Sensory and iconic memory
stabilizes and limits the information preserved to that required for further
transformation.

(3) Scanning mechanisms refer to the transformation of information from iconic
memory. This mechanism can determine the sequence in which information
can proceed to the next stage of processing. The sequence of scanning is
contingent upon the external feature of a stimulus kept in the memory, as
well as upon higher level in¯ uences. This is the last block where the informa-
tion is still largely determined by the stimulus features as they enter the visual
system.

(4) The recognition bu� er, where the information is transformed in accordance
with internal psychological means. Some information is extracted from long-
term memory and is implicated in framing `perceptual hypotheses’ regarding
categorization of incoming information. At this stage, incoming information
is translated into subjects’ operational units. In the ® rst three blocks, percep-
tual processes depend upon external features extracted from the external
stimulus. At this block, subjects rely more on internal meansÐ especially
goals and expectations. Information irrelevant to goals is not passed on to
higher levels of processing.

(5) The block of programme formation for motor instructions transforms infor-
mation into a useable form. It is transformed into some motor, verbal or
other form of speech. At this stage of information processing, one no longer
has traces of the stimulus. However, note that, sometimes, the distinction
between the recognition block and the block of motor instruction is not
always well de® ned.

(6) The functional manipulative block conducts the transformation of non-
verbal information in di� erent ways, and new information may emerge
during this manipulation. Information within this block may successively
enter and register here following transformation of pre-existing information.
The rate at which it operates must be commensurate with the speed of the
recognition block.
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Figure 1. The model of perceptual action.



(7) The semantic processing block provides semantic processing of non-verbal
information. Meaning is abstracted from the situation rather than from
input information. A conceptual imagery model is,thereby, created.

(8) The block of repetition of information, where information is transmitted to
auditory memory, provides the interrelationship between visual and auditory
memory in the perceptual process, as well as articulating with primary re¯ ec-
tive data.

Due to the feedback in¯ uences, function blocks (6) and (7) can regulate the tuning of
peripheral processes during perception. Therefore, perceptual action functions as a
self-regulative system. During training and automatization of perceptual action,
information can bypass some functional blocks or these blocks may be eliminated
altogether. If the ® rst blocks are more involved in reproductive transformation, later
they are more involved in productive transformations of information. Consequently,
a perceptual-imagery model is created. This model is the ultimate task product of
perceptual action. The same situation may be re¯ ected through di� erent operative,
perceptual and memory units. This implies that perceptual imagery models provide
multi-dimensional re¯ ection of reality that can be described in di� erent symbolic,
perceptual and verbal languages. One can see that even very abbreviated perceptual
actions may be represented as a complex self-regulative system involving symbolic
manipulation, perceptual and high level cognitive functions. Perceptual actions
emerge as self-adapted to particular task and situation.

5. The general structure of activity

AT is distinguished by the careful delineation of the structure of activity describing
both the basic components of activity and their interrelationships. In this section, the
more general characteristics and structure of activity are described, outlining the
basic components and features of activity.

Human needs and motives are treated as impulses to activity. However, they do
not determine the character of activity as a whole. On the one hand, a motive
compelling a man to work may come from the need to earn a living for basic
sustenance. On the other hand, his daily work produces goods and services for
society, which can indirectly satisfy his biological and social needs. However, the
content of an activity is determined less by needs than by the goal. Cognitively, the
goal represents imaginary and logical components of future results of one’ s own
actions. Goals are complex and dynamic, with many di� erent personal interpre-
tations. At di� erent points in performing an activity, an individual may consciously
be aware of di� erent aspects of the goal. Goal formation is in¯ uenced by needs,
motives and emotions. This means that there are both objective and subjective
aspects of goals. The needs and motives that engender activity may diverge from
concrete goals that direct ones activity. The impulse for beginning an activity is to
meet the need for something, but the emergence of needs does not by itself trigger
activity. Activity begins only when the image of an object or event capable of
satisfying needs appears. This object can, thereby, become the goal for an
activity. Needs that induce human activity and are directed toward certain goals
are called motives. The needs± motive area of an individual may be imagined as an
hierarchically built system of incentives. Needs and motives may have di� erent
relations in this systemÐ synergistic or antagonistic. The weight of a motive and,
as a consequence, its hierarchical position depend upon the situation. Motives are
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not always understood by the person. Motives create a system of inducement stimu-
lating the activity of individuals and considered as energetic component of activity.

In the psychological concept of activity, at least some aspect of goal-awareness is
fundamental. All other aspects of activity (motives or methods of behaviour) may be
partly conscious or unconscious. Thus, a person may be aware or unaware of the
motives or methods of behaviour, but must always be aware of some aspects of the
goals of behaviour. In work situations, goals are frequently provided to individuals.

AT distinguishes the concepts of motive and motivation. Motivation is a more
general concept that includes hierarchically organized conscious and/or unconscious
motives. The content of a motive or its position within the hierarchy may change
during work. Wants, intentions, needs, etc. only become motives when joined with a
goal. The concept of will assumes importance. The will contains mechanisms that
sustain activity in the face of obstacles and di� culties. Goals are connected with
motives and create the vector `motive ! goal’ that lends activity its goal directed
character (Leont’ ev 1977). This understanding of goals di� ers from prevailing
American theories. For example, according to Lee et al. (1989), goals have such
attributes as ìntensity’ . They state the more ìntense’ the goals, the more an indi-
vidual will strive to reach the goal. In AT, goals do not possess the attribute of
intensity. Goals may be precise, clear, conscious in part or full. Motives on the other
hand, are more or less intense. The more intense the positive motivational process,
the more motivated the individual is to attain the goal.

Kleinback and Schmidt (1990) discuss goals as the induction of individuals into
behaviour or performance. In the Theory of Activity, emotional-motivational com-
ponents are construed as the source of inductive forces. Pervin (1989) similarly
asserts that goals have both cognitive and a� ective features. According to the
Theory of Activity, a� ective features are related to inducing components of activity,
while cognitive features attach to goals. Pervin also states that goals may be con-
scious or unconscious. Activity theory states that at least some aspects of goals must
be conscious.

The problem of goal-formation is attracting more attention in psychology. In this
regard, one needs to distinguish between ultimate and intermediate goals. The
ultimate goal of a task is frequently given already formed. More often, an operator
chooses or develops intermediate goals. The speci® city of these developed goals
depends on strategies of activity and actions performed. In work, goals are
frequently given to an operator from an external source, so that the process of
goal-formation is not germane at operational levels. Rather, individuals determine
for themselves whether to initiate the process of goal attainment or speci® cation of
the goal. Sometimes, the formulation of a goal can in itself become a complex
activity, as in creative work (Brushlinsky 1979). In other situations, the goal can
be triggered automatically by external sources. For the AT, the concept of action,
de® ned as the relatively complete element of an activity that ful® ls an intermediate
conscious goal, is fundamental. The same ® nal goal of a task may be achieved by
diverse actions. The series of actions will change the state or properties in the
external world. Any such action is referred to in Russia as an object-practical-
action, that is distinguished from mental actions. Object-practical-actions include
di� erent motions, such as getting a glass of drinking water consists of the motions of
reaching toward a glass and grasping it. These motions are called motor operations.

Mental actions are classi® ed as sensory actions, perceptual actions, thought
actions, etc., according to the prevailing psychological processes in their structure,
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and they consist of smaller units called mental operations. These mental operations
are homogeneous in their quality and lack conscious goals. When a person performs
certain mental actions, he manipulates signs that are construed as mental tools. In
AT, there are three levels of information processing: (a) sensory-perceptual, (b)
imaginative, and (c) verbal-logical. The sensory-perceptual level forms images of
objects directly in¯ uencing the sense organs. Imagination is the second level at
which processing takes place. At this stage, an individual develops di� erent images
without direct in¯ uence on sense organs. This results from an imaginative memory
and processes that enable one to combine past images. Verbal-logical thinking
comprises the highest level of information processing. Activity may be crudely
represented in linear form:

Motive ! Method ! Goal ! Result

Of course, in reality, goal oriented behaviour has a non-linear organization
composed of feed-forward and feedback loops. The existence of internal mental
and external behavioural actions allows one to assert the principle of unity of
consciousness and behaviour, as well as the unity of cognitive and behavioural
functions. From this perspective, cognitive task analysis does not comport with
the AT. According to the AT, task analysis calls for an integrated study of cognition,
behaviour and motivation. Concentration on separate aspects of activity is permis-
sible only as an intermediate phase of analysis.

The foregoing suggests that activity may be represented as an integrated system
of cognitive, motivational and behavioural components organized as a system of
mental and behavioural actions directed to attain conscious goals. The notion of
goals is widely used in di� erent sciences, but is interpreted in psychology in a distinct
way. The following major approaches to understanding the goal are presented
(Tikhomirov 1984).

The notion of a goal is eschewed as unscienti® c because it is teleological, as,
for example, Skinner, who attempted to describe a person’ s behaviour in terms of
stimulus, reaction and reinforcement. Here, the goal is ignored as a psychological
concept.

The goal is the end-state toward which the motivated behaviour is directed and
by which it is completed. This corresponds to the direction in psychology that studies
purposef ul behaviour (Tolman 1932), as well as corresponding to the Self-
Regulation model of re¯ ex suggested by Anokhin (1955).

A goal is formulated as the physical location of an object or as a formal descrip-
tion of the ® nal situation that is to be achieved during the functioning of technical or
biological systems. This corresponds to the cybernetic understanding of the goal.

The goal is considered as a conscious mental representation of future results of
one’ s own actions that are connected with a motive. Only this last approach is
matched with an understanding of what a goal is in the AT.

AT provides ® ve parameters for describing activity: (1) the method of perform-
anceÐ concrete way of achieving the goal ; (2) a results index of work accomplished
compared with the goal ; (3) an informational basis of activity ; the sum of all attri-
butes like signals, etc. that empower the organization of activity ; (4) a standard style
of performanceÐ method of work activity prescribed by instructions ; and (5) an
individual style of performanceÐ method of work activity dependent upon individ-
ual features of personality and preferences. The last two parameters are fundamental
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to the studies of individual features of personality in ergonomics (Bedny and Seglin
1999a, b).

As in manufacturing, the design of activity requires a `standard description of
activity’ to deal with the inherent variability of individual’ s performance. In manu-
facturing, the actual size and shape of every part is unique and di� ers at a micro-
scopic level from all others of the same kind. If the actual size of a part deviates from
the nominal size and shape, but does not exceed the range of tolerance, then this part
is acceptable ; variation within tolerances renders parts acceptable.

Standardized style of performance may be considered to be the psychological
equivalent of nominal size of particular parts. Actual performances are subject to
variation, similar to the actual size of parts. Individual style of performance is a kind
of `central tendency’ for actual performance. If the individual style of performance is
su� ciently e� cient, and deviations do not exceed tolerance as determined by an
ergonomist, the performance is acceptable.

6. Action as major unit of activity
The selection of appropriate units of analysis of activity during task performance is
an important aspect of AT and will be discussed below.

6.1. Cognitive actions
In action theory, action is formulated as a goal directed behaviour (Frese and Zapf
1994). In the AT, actionÐ which may be either motor or cognitiveÐ is construed as
the major `building block’ of activity and major unit of analysis. Each action is
considered to be a self-regulative system in itself , comprised of smaller units, called
operations. The fundamental distinction between the AT and cognitive psychology is
AT’s treatment of cognition, not only as a process, but as a system of mental actions
and operations. Another important di� erence between AT and cognitive psychology
is the interdependence among cognitive and motor actions, as well as between
cognition and behaviour as a whole. Therefore, cognitive actions frequently include
motor components in their structure. At the same time motor actions include
cognitive components.

Each action, including cognitive actions, possesses motivational impulses along
with a conscious goal. Accordingly, in the study of cognition, one needs to concen-
trate on motivational and goal aspects of actions and mechanisms of self-regulation.

Mental actions transform re¯ ections of real objects in one’ s mind, i.e. images,
concepts or propositions. For example, one can mentally rotate the image of an
object to a required position in the same way as one can rotate a real object.
Mental action may be performed not only through mental images, but also by
concepts and proposition. An individual can eliminate, replace, add, etc. , di� erent
characteristics of objects mentally through di� erent actions. This involves both
mental and practical-object actions. In contrast, in cognitive psychology, mental
actions are not inferred. Cognitive psychologists focus on mental processesÐ
short-term and long-term memory, thinking, decision-making, etc., thereby limiting
the analysis of the structure of operators’ task performance. The same psychological
processes may be mobilized for di� erent tasks, while the content of mental actions
for this task varies.

The description of mental actions is fundamental to equipment design, develop-
ing training, and the study of human performance. Knowledge is the representation
in our minds of objects or phenomena in the form of images, concepts or prop-
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ositions. Thinking is what one does with knowledge and the actions a person per-
forms based on that knowledge. One can possess myriad propositions, concepts and
images, but have only a small number of mental actions that provide an opportunity
to utilize them, rendering them de® cient with respect to performing practical tasks.

Actions have a temporal dimension that begins when an individual accepts the
goal of the action and is completed when the individual achieves the conscious goal
of the action and evaluates the result of the action in terms of the established goal. It
is always useful to determine the duration of mental actions implicated in task
performance.

Cognition is not merely a process, but also a system of actions that combine in a
particular way and emerge as building blocks of holistic, cognitive activity. An indi-
vidual does not passively receive information, but actively selects information from
the environment, using di� erent actions or operations. At this stage, sensory pro-
cesses are in¯ uenced by motor and verbal operations. Sense organs emerge as com-
plex self-regulative devices inclusive of e� ector, as well as a� ector processes. As
noted, motor components are implicated in these cognitive actions. For example,
ocular micro-motions are known to maintain the sensitivity of visual receptors
(Yarbus 1965). Due to the combination of sensory and motor components, sense
organs are actively involved in interactions with perceived objects. Sensory pro-
cesses, in some cases, can implicate some intellectual processes as when an operator
performs a sensory task with goals, motivation and strategies. This is clari® ed also in
psychophysical studies which, according to the Signal Detection Theory observers’
response criteria, can be represented as a point in a sensory space (Swets 1964). In a
more complicated situation, this space may be treated as multi-dimensional (Bardin
1982). Observers may implement di� erent criteria along di� erent axes. From this, it
follows that individuals do not simply react to stimuli, but actively interact with
situations that require various strategies and actions.

Perception is also a system of perceptual actions. These actions are directed to the
exploration of perceived objects, selection of perceptual features and involvement of
motor actions or operations. Perceptual actions are active dynamical processes regu-
lated by the goals of activity. The result of a perceptual process is the construction of
a perceptual image that implicates diverse perceptual actionsÐ detection, extraction
of information appropriate to the goal, investigation of objects, etc. During socio-
cultural development, individuals acquire di� erent cognitive tools to which one can
relate sensory and perceptual templates, operative units of perception, images, etc.
As a consequence of perceptual development, sensory templates can be integrated
into larger entities called perceptual units of activity. Perceptual units of activity
consist of content extracted by the subject during a perceptual task.

Memory exhibits similar features and structure that can be formulated as a
system of mnemonic actions, the nature of which depends on goals and motives
(Zinchenko 1961). Memorization is dependent not only on the particular features
of the stimulus, but by the way the material was used. In other words, memorization
of material is constituted by motives, goals and the methods of performing the
activity. The elements with which individuals operate during memorization are
called operative units of memory. Similar units were discovered during the study
of thinking. In general, operative units of activity are information entities that are
simultaneously perceived, actualized, manipulated or memorized. All of this material
reinforces the conclusion that cognition is not merely a process, but also an activity
made up of diverse actions and manipulations of signs and symbols, words, images,
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separate features of objects, etc. , which may be construed as external and internal
tools of activity. Di� erent features of objects or objects themselves are actively
extracted from the external environment or situation. These elements enable manip-
ulation of signs and symbols, etc., as operative units of activity.

6.2. Classi® cation of cognitive actions
AT distinguishes direct connection actions from transformational actions (Zara-
kovsky and Pavlov 1987). Direct connection mental action proceeds without distinct
di� erentiated steps and requires less attention. It is less conscious and, subjectively, is
experienced as instantaneous. Recognition of a familiar object may be seen as this
kind of action. Transformational mental actions involve more deliberate examin-
ation and analysis of stimulus than, for example, the perception of an unfamiliar
object in a dimly lit environment. Mental actions may be classi® ed in the following
way (Bedny 1987, Bedny and Meister 1997) :

(1) The ® rst group of actions are those of direct connections :
(1.1) Sensory actions enabling detection of signal from noise or requiring a

decision about the signal at the threshold level. These actions enable
one to detect objects from their background noise, and obtain infor-
mation about distinct features of objects such as colour, shape, sound,
etc.

(1.2) Simultaneous perceptual actions implicated in the identi® cation of
clearly distinguished stimuli that are well known to the operator and
only call upon immediate recognition. Perceptual actions enable one to
perceive whole qualities of objects or eventsÐ as, for example, in the
recognition of a familiar picture.

(1.3) Mnemonic (memory) actions involve memorization of units of infor-
mation, recollection of names and events, etc. Direct connection
mnemonic actions include involuntary memorization without signi® -
cant mental e� ort.

(1.4) Imaginative action, as, for example, in mentally rotating the visual
image of an object from one position to another according to a
goal. This action involves manipulation of images based on perceptual
processes and simple memory operations.

(1.5) Decision-making actions at a sensory-perceptual level that are
involved in operating on sensory data.

(2) The next group actions are transformational actions :
(2.1) Reproductive transformational actions

(2.1.1) Successive perceptual actions involved in the interpretation of
information from unfamiliar stimuli which require the creation
of a perceptual image. They require more deliberate examin-
ation and analysis of stimuli. During skill acquisition, one may
observe the transition from successive transformational action
to simultaneous direct connection perceptual actions.

(2.1.2) Decision making actions at verbal thinking level, e.g. after
receiving some information, the operator must determine
which steps are needed next, based on a logical analysis of
the situation.
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(2.1.3) Recording actions enabling an operator to transform from one
kind of information to another. For example, transformation
of meaningful verbal expression in one language to another.

(2.2) Below are presented higher-order transformational actions.
(2.2.1) Categorization actions that include information processing

resulting in the division of some signals into a series of separate
subjects or classes.

(2.2.2) Deductive actions that refer to the application of general rules
to draw novel conclusions from existing data. (Many math-
ematical tasks involve deductive actions. )

(2.2.3) Creative-imaginative actions empowering combinations of
logical and intuitive operations on images.

(2.2.4) Mnemonic actions entailing complex manipulation of infor-
mation in working memory, extracting information from
long-term memory, storage of requisite information and main-
taining information in working memory.

(3) Creative actions :
(3.1) They include operations that generate new knowledge from old knowl-

edge, either logically or intuitively. Creative actions are di� erent from
reproductive actions which involve convergent thinking. Creative
actions involve divergent thinking.

In AT, there are additional methods for classifying actions. The basic criteria for
classi® cation is nature of the tools employed for actions. This classi® cation includes
the following actions : (1) object-practical actions that are performed with real
objects ; (2) object-mental actions that are performed mentally with images of
objects ; (3) sign-practical actions performed with real signs, like receiving symbolic
information from di� erent devices as well as the transformation of it; and (4) sign-
mental actions that are performed mentally by manipulating symbols ( ® gure 2).

A number of studies in cognitive psychology demonstrate the existence of mental
actions. For example, cognitive psychologists studied the chronometrics of the manip-
ulation of mental images (Cooper and Shepard 1973, Kosslyn 1973). They found that
the time of mental rotation of objects was similar to the time for external rotation.
According to AT, if an individual intentionally turns the mental image of an object
to a required position it is an imaginative action or an object-mental action. This is
formulated in terms of the individual’ s goal to rotate to a particular position.

6.3. Motor actions
Actions, performed by an individual, through his skeleto-muscular system, that can
change the state of objects in the external world are called object-practical-actions
or, more simply, motor actions or object-actions. These actions include distinct
motions that are motor operations. Verbal actions are a particular class of motor
action that include motor components.

A motor operation (motion) is a relatively homogenous act that lacks a conscious
goal. Automatization during training results in the transformation of actions into
operations. During automatization, awareness of the conscious goal of performing
individual actions ceases to be conscious and is submerged in an awareness of more
complex action goals. The action then becomes an operation for a more complex
action. Motor actions integrate a set of motor operations around a conscious goal.
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One can provide the following de® nition of standardized action and motion (Bedny
1987) : standardized motor action is a complex of standardized motions, performed
by the body, uni® ed by a single goal and a constant set of objects and work tools.
Under standardized motion, one understands a single motion of body, legs, hand,
wrist and ® ngers that has a di� erent purposes in work processes and correspond to
rules of standardized description. For example, `move arm and grasp lever’ is con-
sidered as a standardized motor action that is comprized of two standardized
motions, `move arm’ and `grasp’ . MTM-I (Methods-Time-Measurement System)
provides the most useable description of standardized motions. However, MTM-I
ignores the concept of action. In contrast, in AT, motor components of a task are
divided into actions and then each action is divided into operations (motions).

When deploying MTM-I for AT one does not build up holistic activity out of the
elements. Rather, in AT, holistic activity is the point of departure for analysis of the
separate elements of activity into sequential decompositions of activity. If required
by feedback, one can re-visit the holistic activity implying that analysis of design of
performance has a recursive loop structure (Bedny 1987). One begins with a general
analysis of task performance, and then discovers the goal of the task strategies,
mechanisms of self-regulation and content of actions. Only following that does
one employ MTM-I through which one can ultimately derive a holistic time-
structure for the activity.

Any motor action includes cognitive components within itself . For example,
Gordeeva and Zinchenko (1982) conceptualized three functional blocks : (1) the
programming block (i.e. the block of motor instructions) ; (b) the executive block
(i.e. implementation of motion) ; and (c) the evaluative block (i.e. corrective). The
® rst and third function blocks of motion are cognitive in nature, whereas the second
block was motoric in nature. In the ® rst stage of motor skill acquisition, cognitive
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blocks of movement are more important. In the ® nal stage of skill acquisition, these
components of motor actions are signi® cantly reduced. The second block, executive
component, is characterized by many micro-shif tings of the subjects’ arms and
® ngers, which, during skill acquisition, were signi® cantly reduced. The purpose of
these micro-motions, which are not conscious, is not execution or implementation of
motion, but rather they play a cognitive role of exploring the space of movement. All
this is evidence that external behavioural and internal cognitive activity are inter-
dependent. Therefore, the AT posits the principle of unity of consciousness and
behaviour or unity of cognition and behaviour in general.

Verbal action is another category of actions that perform not only communica-
tive but also regulative functions within human activity. Speech can be external and
internal. The later is manifested in electro-physiological indices of articulation
muscles, even in the absence of audible speech. For example, it was discovered
that increasing the complexity of a task increases the activity of articulatory muscles
(Sokolov 1969).

Verbal performance of a task di� ers from verbal communication or explanation.
In verbal performance, speech clearly emerges as a system of verbal actions which
correspond to actually performed actions. For example, verbal actions may be the
minimal verbal expression for the transmission of meaningful information aligned
with the desired goal. If one segments verbal speech too discretely, the extracted
segment loses all meaning and one fails to achieve a goal of expression. Segments of
speech, used as verbal actions, should correspond to all requirements of actions. These
requirements include such features as: (a) the expression one performed intentionally,
implying that one was motivated to perform; (b) prior awareness of what one wishes
to tell others, which implies that the expression is goal directed; and (c) alteration of
prior incorrect expressions, that enables voluntary regulation of expression.

7. Methods for studying work activity

There are many similarities in the methods used for the study of activityÐ especially
human information processingÐ in the West and in the former Soviet Union. What
is known in the West as cognitive psychology was treated as psychological or mental
processes studied under the rubrics of AT. Indeed, in the Russian language, the word
cognition does not exist, and this term was used only relatively recently. AT postu-
lates two stages of the study of cognitive activity. The ® rst stage studies cognition as
a process of perception, memory, thought, etc., the second stage studies cognition as
a system of mental actions. This results in two interdependent stages to the study of
cognitionÐ cognition as process and cognition as activity (Bedny 1987).

One important aspect of the study of human activity is the recognition of the
interdependence of external behavioural and internal cognitive activity. Internal
activity is the result of transformation of external activity into an internal plane
during human development. This process is called internalization. However, in the
West, this term is quite vague and has masked a wide range of unexplored and ill-
de® ned assumptions (Wertsch and Stone 1995). This concept is described more
precisely in the works of Piaget and Russian scientists (Piaget 1952, Vygotsky
1960, Gal’perin 1969, Leont’ ev 1977). According to Piaget (1952), internalization
is a process of individual development, wherein external sensory-motor behaviour is
transformed into an internal plane. According to AT, this process also involves
verbalization and social interaction and is considered as a genetic or developmental
process.
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Internalization is treated not as a transformation of external activity onto an
internal plane, but as a process of formation of internal mental actions and opera-
tions during the performance of external activity and social interactions. Motor
activity always contains cognitive components. Over the course of human develop-
ment, the cognitive components of activity are gradually di� erentiated from external
activity. At the ® rst stage, mental activity can be performed only with the support of
external activity. Only later can mental activity be performed independently (Bedny
1981). Thus, one speaks not about transformation of the external onto internal
plane, but about the formation of internal components that at the ® rst step can be
performed in combination with external activity and later can be performed inde-
pendently.

Subsequent interaction of external motor behaviour, internal cognitive activity,
and verbal speech during social interaction, as well as their mutual comparisons and
correction, enables the shaping of increasingly complex internal cognitive actions
and operations that can be performed independently from external activity. If a
person performs complicated or unknown kinds of activity, he needs to perform it
with the support of external signs or objects. The more complicated the task per-
formed, the more important are the interactions among cognitive and external be-
haviour. This process calls for particular attention to language and speech in the
study of human work. This interdependence of cognitive and external behaviour is
seriously neglected in much of cognitive psychologyÐ particularly in applied studies.

Understanding the process of forming internal plane of activity is vital to the
study of work psychology, training and ergonomics. Therefore, the concept of inter-
nalization is not a purely theoretical problem. The notion of internalization is fre-
quently used in an imprecise way that renders it tantamount to memorization. This
process is much more complex than memorization. It entails diverse psychological
processesÐ perception, thinking, memory, speech, external behaviour, etc. In this
context, memorization is less signi® cant than acquisition of internal operational
aspects of activity involving the ability to manipulate distinct systems of symbols.
This internal operational facet of activity very often requires an external plane of
performance.

Due to the mechanisms of self-regulation, external behavioural actions are com-
pared with internal cognitive actions. As a result, the structure of activity gradually
changes to one that can be performed internally. Internalized actions are meaningful
for subjects and, with the help of these actions, they can comprehend the meaning of
the situation. Meaning is the result of a person’ s conscious actions and unconscious
operations. Internal activity may be exteriorized, thereby rendering internal mental
actions accessible to verbalization or external performance. Accordingly, internali-
zation is de® ned as a process of active formation of internal cognitive actions and
operations that initially are performed with the support of external behaviour and
speech, and later are performed on the internal mental plane, independently (Bedny
1981).

These aspects of the activity theory are important for di� erent practical applica-
tionsÐ especially training. Therefore, genetic principles of development profoundly
in¯ uence the study of work activity and ergonomics in the former Soviet Union and
imply that the experimental study of the formation of an operator’ s mental functions
is important. Vygotsky’ s concept of the ZPD, discussed above, is a point of depar-
ture for attempts to track how di� erent cognitive actions are shaped during labora-
tory or ® eld experimental study of an operator’ s work activity. At the ® rst stage,
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simpler tasks are presented to an operator that are su� ciently complicated for the
subject, but they can be performed independently. At the next stage, experimenters
present more complicated tasks, that subjects can perform only under supervision.
Researchers then observe how di� erent kinds of supervision and prompts a� ect
operators’ performance of the assigned tasks, providing a window on operators’
formation of external and internal actions and what external support is required
for shaping to desired actions.

In established behaviour patterns, automatisms sharply reduce performance
times, making it di� cult to observe the process of the formation of mental actions
and operations. The study of an operator’ s activity during formation experiments
a� ords the opportunity to unfold mental and external actions over time.

However, in these experimental studies, one must contend not only with the
separate actions or other components of activity, but with the holistic structure of
activity. This is attended to through the study of the interactions between di� erent
actions and components of activityÐ with particular attention to qualitative obser-
vational and quantitative experimental measures of the process of formation of
holistic structure of activity, detecting and correcting errors during the acquisition
of task performance. Comparisons of approaches to performance by subjects with
varying competencies in the task are especially powerful in this experimental design.
Vygotsky’ s concept of zone of proximal development and concept of internalization,
in combination with the analysis of errors are particularly useful tools for the study
of the dynamics of individuals’ strategies during the acquisition of knowledge. The
above mentioned procedures are referred to developmental or genetic methods for
studying work activity. All of the above mentioned studies are subsumed under the
rubrics of f̀ormation experiments’ . Certain prominent Western psychologists have
recently embraced these approaches as a more valid assessment procedure of learn-
ing capacity than standard IQ tests (Sternberg 1997).

The systemic approach is another method used in the AT that ® rst emerged in
philosophy and was later transferred into operations research and engineering psy-
chology (Meister 1999). However, one is not here speaking of man-machine systems,
rather describing human activity and behaviour as a system, which, of course, is in
dynamic interaction with machinery. A system is a set of interdependent elements
that is organized and mobilized around a speci® c purpose or goal. System analyses
entail extracting the relevant elements and their dynamic interactions. Systemic
analyses not only di� erentiate elements in terms of their functionality, but also
describe their systematic interrelationship and organization. Whether or not there
is a system approach depends not so much on the qualities and speci® city of the
object under consideration, but rather on the perspective and methods of analysis.

In the former Soviet Union, Shchedrovitsky ® rst wrote about this in 1974
(Shchedrovitsky 1995), describing two system approaches. The ® rst, he called
object-naturalistics ; the second, theoretical-methodological. In the ® rst case, the
system approach is determined by the speci® city of the object being studied and
emphasizes the objective nature of the object as a system. Object-naturalistic
approaches overlook that the consideration of the object as system depends on the
abilities and perspectives of scientists. Thus, Shchedrovitsky encourages a second
approach, which he calls the theoretical-methodological method, which emphasizes
the speci® city of procedures and methods for considering objects as a system. While
not rejecting objective reality, the theoretical-methodological approach enables the
articulation of systematic particularity and speci® city of objects of concern in opera-
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tional terms. The particularity and speci® city of the object as a system is, of course,
closed until the requisite tools and methods of study are developed. It is believed that
a major contribution of activity theory to current endeavours in psychological
studies is the system tools and methods that it has crafted to study behaviour as a
system. During these procedures, one can open or discover totally new features of an
object as a system. All of this is obscured in the absence of appropriate units of
analysis of activity.

In the AT, under which the major units of analysis are actions, operations and
function blocks that have speci® c organizations, the system approach is fundamen-
tal. In the AT, the term systemic-structural approach is used because it elucidates the
structure of activity. Systemic-structural approaches invite and empower the study of
the same object from di� erent points of view and distinct aspects, thereby legitimat-
ing the use of multiple approaches to the description of a single object. This implies
that, in applied research, adequate descriptions of the same object of study can be
represented by multiple, interrelated and supplemental models and languages of
description. In ® gure 3, this is diagrammed in an accessible manor. `X’ is the
object under consideration ; `A’ , `B’, and `C’ are di� erent interdependent and supple-
ment presentations of the same object which constitute a systemic approach. This
calls for di� erent stages for the description of activity. One important feature of
systemic-structural analysis is the hierarchical description of activity. According to
this, activity is organized in a hierarchy. Thus, activity needs to be described at
di� erent levels of decomposition, and, therefore, calls not only for di� erent stages
but also for di� erent levels of analysis. Transition from one stage and level of
description of activity to another has a loop structure of organization, implying
that the result of analysis from one stage or level may require reconsideration of
preliminary stages and levels of analysis. The systemic-structural approach devel-
oped by Bedny (1987) is formulated in four stages of analysis of design of activity : (1)
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qualitative descriptive analysis ; (2) algorithmic analysis ; (3) analysis of time struc-
ture ; and (4) quantitative analysis of complexity. The relationships here are recur-
sive, so that consequent stages can a� ect antecedent ones. Each stage of analysis can
be decomposed at di� erent levels. As a result of the design of this process, specialists
develop di� erent interdependent models that may be organized hierarchically. These
models include qualitative, algorithmic, temporal and quantitative descriptions of
activity during task performance. This allows the specialist to supplement one
method of description with the another (Bedny and Meister 1997).

Cognitive psychology treats activity and behaviour as a process, making it
di� cult to study activity and behaviour from a systemic-structural perspective.
When considering cognition merely as a process, a systemic-structural description
of activity becomes impossible. In a sequential process of activity at any particular
moment, only a particular slice of activity can be realized. In spite of this, those slices
that represent the past and future in¯ uence what is done at present. All of this leads
to the conclusion that, despite the unfolding of activity over time, it is a holistic
activity with its own structure, much like a symphony. However, the notion of a
process does not allow the capture of this structure, nor does it allow integration into
an holistic structure of past, present and future (Shchedrovitsky 1995). By intro-
ducing special units of analysis, the AT engenders a structure of activity that unfolds
over time. Temporal models of activity are particularly e� ective methods of repre-
senting this structure. One important aspect of this problem is the further developing
methods of description for standardized cognitive actions and their duration (Bedny
1987).

Zinchenko and his colleagues introduced into the AT the notion of the micro-
analysis and macro-analysis of activity. Macro-analysis of activity involves studies of
motives, goals, actions, skills, etc. This level of analysis suggests that the processes
under study possess a signi® cant duration that may be indexed with traditional
chronometric methods. Micro-structural analysis is concerned with the internal
structure of actions and psychological operations that are sometimes of very short
duration. Typically, these processes cannot be observed externally or reported intro-
spectively. One of the ways of studying micro-structural analysis is use of function-
blocks that are components of cognitive actions and motions (cf. ® gure 1),
performed over very short periods of time, sometimes measured in milliseconds. A
function block as a unit of analysis may be used at a macro-analysis level. In such
cases, function blocks re¯ ect more complicated psychological phenomena, not
closely related to chronometrical procedures. In other situations, micro-structural
analysis uses psychological operations or cognitive actions as units of analysis that
also have a brief duration.

In the AT, parametric, morphological and functional analysis of activity are also
de® ned. Parametric analysis entails the study of distinct components of activity. For
example, one can measure time for the performance for the task. Morphological
analysis and description is the description of constructive features of activity.
Actions and operations are used as units of analysis at this stage. Researchers of
these stages attempt to describe logical and spatio-temporal organization of activity.
This is the description of the structure of activity on a morphological level. The four
levels of analysis above are a combination of the functional and morphological
approach to the study of activity. Below is presented the time structure of activity
of placing pins into holes of a pinboard as an example of a morphological descrip-
tion of activity. Depending on the visual features of the pins, the workers must install
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them in the holes in a particular position, implying that the installation requires
receiving information about the visual features of the pins, as well as decisions
based on these features putting them into the pin-board. Figure 4 exhibits four
strategies for the performance of a task during skill acquisition. These strategies
are conveyed by reducing the time of the performance of the task and separate
elements. During the description of the time-structure of activity, the system,
MTM-I, is used. Motions or motor operations numbered 1, 4, 10, 11, 12 are related
to motor action performed by the left hand. Motions numbered 2, 6, 7, 8, 9 relate to
motor action performed by the right hand. Both motor actions are performed simul-
taneously. Cognitive actions 3 and 5 (represented by a dashed line) at the ® rst
strategy are performed during the period when motor actions are interrupted.
Only at the last stage can a subject perform cognitive actions with motor actions
simultaneously. Time structure of activity demonstrates how di� erent elements of
activity are allocated in time during skill acquisition. At the same time, it is a micro-
structural level of morphological analysis because units of analysis have a short
duration.

Developing the time-structure of activity is a powerful tool, not only in the study
of skill acquisition or method of performance, but also in the design of equipment.
Any changes in the physical con® guration of equipment results in direct changes in
the time-structure of activity. This means that changing physical characteristics of
equipment results in changes in the time-structure of performance. Based on this,
researchers can evaluate the ® tness for use of equipment. In all cases when one can
develop a time-structure of activity during task performance, there is the opportunity
to evaluate the complexity of task performance.

Functional analysis suggests using function blocks as unit of analysis and pre-
senting activity regulation as a functional model or functional system. As a result of
this analysis, specialists can develop a functional model (functional system) of activ-
ity. As mentioned above, such models consist of di� erent function blocks inter-
connected by feed-forward and feedback loops (Anohkin 1962, Bernshtein 1966,
Konopkin 1980, Bedny and Meister 1997). Functional models may describe activity
on either micro-structural or macro-structural levels. Functional models or systems
may be considered a dynamic organization that integrates di� erent central and
peripheral mechanisms, the interaction of which permits the achievement of desired
results. A functional system is formulated as a closed-loop structure that has
continual feedback information about the process of performance. Functional
analysis is another version of systemic structural analysis and study of activity.
The theoretical basis for this approach is the functional model of activity.

In } 5, examples were considered of functional analysis of perceptual action at a
micro-structural level of study. The following sections demonstrate how functional
analysis is used at the macro-level of study.

The functional method of study is closely related to other methods, in particular
morphological methods. For example, at the ® rst stage of analysis, researchers
identify functional mechanisms that play a signi® cant role in task performance.
They explore the relationships among those mechanisms in the regulation of activity.
This allows the identi® cation of potential strategies of activity performance, more
correctly de® ned in terms of their content of actions and their logical organization.
In turn, a morphological study provides leverage for re® ning and correcting func-
tional analysis. The above mentioned methods for the study of activity can be pre-
sented as follows:
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. Formation experiment Ð derived from the work of Vygotsky based on genetic
explanation.

. Systemic-structural analysis Ð classi® ed in the following way:
. Parametrical method Ð concentrated on the study of di� erent parameters of

activity that are treated as relatively independent.
. Morphological analysis Ð in which the major units are actions and opera-

tions, based on which one may describe the structure of activity, in terms of
logical and temporal-spatial organization of actions.

. Functional analysis Ð in which the major unit of analysis is the function
block. Analysis of the structure of activity is performed based on di� erent
functional models of self-regulation of activity. Describing the speci® city of
operation of di� erent functional mechanisms and their in¯ uence on strate-
gies of task performance becomes possible at this stage.

. Macro-structural and micro-structural analysis Ð that determines the level of
analysis. Macro-structural analysis includes larger units of analysis. Micro-
structural analysis suggests more detailed ones. These levels of analysis can
be used in morphological as well as in functional analysis.

All methods of analysis of activity are intimately related and mutually inter-
active, so that, according to the system-structural method of analysis, all methods
are a unity. More speci® c methods of study are not considered. In AT, physiological
methods are widely used, especially electro-physiological methods, including
physiology of higher neural functions. Here, also, note `poly-e� ector’ methods.
This last is a complex approach that simultaneously registers di� erent indices such
as electro-encephalographical, electro-oculographic method (i.e. eye movements),
electro-myelogram, etc.

8. General characteristics of functional analysis

Writing in the 1993 volume of The Annual Review of Psychology , Karoly (1993 : 24)
reports that .̀ . . the empirical analysis of . . . self-regulation is a healthy and growing
enterprise as psychology moves into the 21st Century’ . Cognition, and activity, in
general, are organized according to principles of self-regulation, therefore notions of
self-regulation are becoming widely used in contemporary psychology. Self-regula-
tion requires representing both living and non-living systems as having distinct ele-
ments related through feed-forward and feedback. Self-regulation models are
systemic representations of human activity or behaviour. While psychologists now
frequently use the term self-regulation, they frequently use this concept more meta-
phorically than scienti® cally. For example, Bandura (1977) describes the process of
self-regulation as four consecutive steps : (1) observing oneself ; (2) judging oneself ;
(3) rewarding oneself ; and (4) regulation of oneself . This scheme precludes any
notion of feedback, without which one does not have self-regulation. Self-regulation,
as currently used in psychology, has become synonymous with such notions as will-
power, ego strength and volition (Kuhl 1983). Kanfer (1996) treats self-regulation as
a motivational mechanism that sustains attention and e� ort over time in the face of
obstacles and failures. This conception of self-regulation is inadequate, since self-
regulation is a process not only of living beings, but of inanimate ones that lack
consciousness, will and motivation. Self-regulation is not a psychological notion,
rather it is a cybernetic notion.
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Other approaches in psychology do use self-regulation from a cybernetic point of
view. For example, Anokhin (1955) describes the dynamics of conditioned re¯ ex as a
complex self-regulated system with a loop structure. In the same way, Bernshtein
(1966) described the motor action as a self-regulative system. Any self-regulative
system is de® ned in the ® rst instance by its goal orientation (Ackho� 1980). In
cybernetics, the notion of a goal has some di� erences from the notion of a goal in
AT, which is connected with human consciousness and motives. Nevertheless, the
concept of a goal does share some general features in cybernetics and AT. In both
cases, it is the desired future result to which the system is directed. According to
Wiener and Rosenblueth (1950), a system is goal-oriented if it continues to pursue
the same goal through variable behaviour as environmental conditions change.
Miller et al. (1960) were the ® rst in American psychology to appreciate the utility
of such cybernetic principles in human behaviour. In cybernetics, homeostatic self-
regulation -is widely used. Such homeostasis is the tendency of a system to maintain
a constant internal environment though negative feedback. The self-regulation pro-
cess in this case is roughly de® ned as any deviation from a particular state of the
organism as evaluated by a comparator. This mechanism produces error signals and
activates cognitive processes that select behaviour designated to restore the inner
state (Lord and Levy 1994, Carver and Scheier 1996). Such homeostatic principles of
self-regulation are still a highly mechanistic formulation of human behaviour that
can explain some physiological functioning, but not human cognition or behaviour.
A psychological self-regulative system works in a di� erent way, enabling it to change
its own structure and content based on its experience. Such a system forms its own
goals and sub-goals, as well as dynamic criteria for activity evaluation. Psychological
self-regulative systems provide the integration of cognitive, executive, evaluative and
emotional-motivational components of activity. During an individual’ s self-regula-
tive process, the programme of self-regulation, criteria of self-regulation and even
the goal of self-regulation may be changed. Self-regulation is a process that supplies
coordination among the various psychological functions in accordance with a spe-
ci® c goal. The next section presents only the holistic model of self-regulation of
Activity developed by Bedny (1985, 1987).

The de® nition of self-regulation implies that self-regulation is the in¯ uence on the
system that derives from the system itself, in order to correct its behaviour or
activity. It is, therefore, necessary to di� erentiate between self-regulation and
regulation, insofar as regulation is an external in¯ uence on a system, while self-
regulation is an internal in¯ uence from within the system. From a psychological
point of view, self-regulation may be considered as a process that supplies coordina-
tion among the various psychological functions in accordance with a speci® c goal.
Strategy is fundamental to self-regulation. Strategy is described as plans for goal
achievement that are responsive to external contingencies, as well as to the internal
state of the system. Strategy has a dynamic and adaptive character, enabling changes
in the approach to goal attainment as a function of external and internal conditions
of the self-regulative system. There are important di� erences between plans and
strategies. Plans are stable and less dynamic. Strategy entails the capacity to alter
a programme based on task outcomes, changing conditions, internal states, implying
¯ exibility, plasticity and variability of means. The major challenge to the self-
regulating system is the process of continuous revisiting of cognitive and behavioural
strategies when internal or external conditions have changed. Sometimes, this results
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not only in changes in the method for attaining the goal, but a change in the goal
itself .

Morphological analysis refers to the use of actions, operations, and motions to
describe temporal-spatial and logical organization of activity. The major purpose of
this analysis is the description of the architecture of activity. When one talks about
self-regulation, one describes activity functionally. In this case, function blocks con-
stitute the major unit of analysis. Goal, motive, psychological processes, and cogni-
tive actions are considered not in isolation, but from the perspective of the functional
purposes in the structure of self-regulation. At this stage, functional mechanisms
are not considered independently, but from their inter-relationships and inter-
dependencies. A function block is considered as a functional mechanism that has
a speci® c relationship with other functional mechanisms. Any function may be
realized by mental and motor actions and/or operations. Function blocks are de® ned
in an unvarying manner, but their content may and regularly does vary. The content
of the function block can change, but the purpose of each function block in the self-
regulation model is constant. The meaning of function blocks in any speci® c activity
can be understood only in relation with other function blocks. Under these circum-
stances, the function block represents a coordinate system of sub-functions with
speci® c purposes in the structure of activity. For example, some function blocks
can engender an image of a situation, a programme of execution, or a complex
function of control and correction. Task context is also extremely important in
the determination of how functional blocks are used, their degree of development
and how they perform. The function block at the later stage of analysis may be
decomposed into more detailed sub-functions. Hence, the morphological description
of any activity should be linked with functional description of that activity. Here, the
issues of functional analysis are encountered.

The model of self-regulation has the following characteristics :

(1) All the function blocks are interrelated.
(2) Each block is a functional sub-system directed to achieve speci® c sub-goals

of activity.
(3) Each function block is part of the ¯ ow of activity with multiple entry and

exits.

The de® nition of a function block was already encountered when conducting the
microanalysis of cognitive action. When one conducts functional analysis at the
macro-level, the function block becomes a much more complex mechanism that
unfolds over time. At this stage, chronometrical studies are less important than
qualitative studies. When studying function blocks at this level, particular attention
is paid to the study of the purpose of di� erent functional mechanisms, strategies of
activity at this particular stage, which external and internal tools are used by the
person, etc. Researchers study how subjects change strategies of activity, depending
on changes in instructions, goals of activity, stages of training, complexity of the
task, etc.

Lets consider some examples. According to the conventional psychological
wisdom, performance time of simple reactions represents the upper limit of human
speed of performance, and such characteristics are stable and not subject to change.
Contrary to this, it was found that, through instruction, it became possible to modify
human reaction times across a broad spectrum (Konopkin 1980). This is attributed
to the change in strategies of human performance due to instruction, even at this
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elementary level, much of which takes place at an unconscious level. When studying
the sequence of motor actions in response to di� erent stimulus, subjects continuously
change their strategy, extract subjective criteria for evaluating their results, and even
reformulate their own goals (Bedny 1985). Humans do not merely react to stimuli,
but rather continually interpret them in terms of subjective signi® cance for achieving
required goals. Past experience and individual di� erences of personality are par-
ticularly important in this context. This suggests the importance of combining the
human informational approach with AT methods, where notions of action and
strategies are fundamental.

Activity may be divided into three components : orientational, executive and
evaluative (Bedny and Meister 1997). From the orientational components, people
develop a subjective model of reality from which they actively extract distinct repre-
sentations. As a result, a dynamic picture of the world is formed, providing a mean-
ingful interpretation of reality. Executive components of activity involve the
transformation of obtained data according to the required goal. This process
involves not only external behavioural components, but also internal mental actions.
Evaluative components of activity involve assessment of results andÐ where appro-
priateÐ modi® cation of mental and behavioural actions. The self-regulative system is
comprized of tightly interconnected, separate functional mechanisms.

9. Functional model of self-regulation of activity

This section presents a model of self-regulation of activity developed by Bedny. The
self regulative system is comprized of tightly interconnected, but distinct functional
mechanisms (table 1). In our model of self-regulation these are considered as
functional blocks. The number of function blocks in this model is constant, but
their content varies and the degree of their involvement in a particular activity
may be changed. Each function block has experimental and theoretical foundations
(Konopkin 1980, Bedny and Zelenin 1988, Bedny and Meister 1997)
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Table 1. List of function blocks.

n Name of the function block

1 Past experience
2 Assessment of the meaning of input information
3 Goal
4 Formation of the task (goal conditions)
5 Psychological representation of the subjectively relevant task conditions
6 Assessment of task di� culty
7 Assessment of the sense of the task
8 Formation of a programme of task performance
9 Formation of a level of motivation

10 Decision-making regarding correction
11 Formation of programme of task performance
12 Programme performance
13 Information about interim and ® nal result
14 Negative evaluation of result
15 Positive evaluation of result
16 Subjective standards of admissible deviations
17 Subjective standard of successful result
18 New experience



The function blocks in this model represent a coordinated system of sub-
functions with a speci® c purpose within the structure or activity. For example, the
block `Past experience’ subsumes sub-functions of memory, the block `Assessment of
task di� culty’ includes self-evaluative functions, etc. Therefore, the model can be
considered as an integrative concept that attempts, in a holistic manner, to describe
di� erent dynamical, functional mechanisms involved in performance. Some func-
tional mechanisms are more complicated ; others are narrow and simple. This
model is described graphically in ® gure 5.
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All processes of self-regulation acquire a vector directed to achieve a required
goal. Goals are the only component of self-regulation that must be conscious during
self-regulation. Other components of activity may be conscious or unconscious. The
goal has both subjective and objective aspects. Two aspects of goal emergence are
goal formation and goal acceptance. Goal formation is more important in the study
of work activity that is self-initiated. Goal acceptance is connected with the situation
when the subject has a previously formulated goal imposed. Even in the situations
when goals are presented by means of instructions or requirements, the interpre-
tation of the goal can vary depending on idiosyncratic factors and situational con-
text. Often, goals are formulated or imposed in a general way. During activity, these
goals are crystallized, focused and modi® ed. Through the function block `Making a
decision about correction’ , the goal can be revisited and revised. If goals or tasks are
often imposed in advance by instructions, the goal of separate actions more often are
formulated by the individual during task performance. Incorrect formulation of
tasks results in incorrect actions. The sequence of stages in self-initiated activity is:

Goal formation ! goal selection ! goal acceptance:

In instructed activity where the task is prescribed, the sequence of stages is:

Goal recognition ! goal interpretation ! goal acceptance:

All of this suggests that, even if one presents the same instructions to all per-
sonnel, their interpretations of the goal may vary. For example, in conditions with
the instruction, `React to all signals, as rapidly and precisely as possible’ one can
formulate it subjectively in terms of the speed, another in terms of precision, which
can in turn in¯ uence the overall performance of activity. Another important function
block is the `Meaning of activity’ . Through meaning, which is an essential compon-
ent of human consciousness and is embedded in language, one apprehends di� erent
phenomena in the environment. As noted above, meaning emerges from actions as a
reality, independent of the words denoting the objects. At the same time, it is
re¯ ected in individual consciousness as an image or concept and their interrelation-
ships. Meaning is a form of the presentation of reality in consciousness. Commonly
accepted objective meanings are translated into idiosyncratic impressions for each
individual. Individual interpretation is fundamental to human consciousness, requir-
ing a translation of the objective meaning of perception into an internal subjective
sense; this is a necessity for explaining the goal-directed activity of individuals.

Goal directedness cannot be understood without motivation, which can be repre-
sented by two functional blocks : those related to sense and those related to motives.
Sense refers to cognitive-emotional components of situation assessment, while
motives determine the directedness and energetics for attaining a speci® c goal.
These two function blocks are intimately connected, but often the sense aspect of
motivation and inducing aspects of motivation are in con¯ ict. Sense of activity is
connected with the evaluation of the signi® cance of task performance. Sense of the
task from which personal signi® cance derives should be distinguished from the
objective meaning of the task.

The present issue refers to the transfer of commonly accepted meanings into
idiosyncratic s̀ense’ for individuals. Individual sense creates a predilection of
human consciousness (Leont’ ev 1977). Signi® cance derived from sense in¯ uences
task performance. Transition from meaning to sense along with motives lends
activity its goal-directed character.
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Meaning has two major characteristics : level of complexity and informativeness.
The latter refers to the extent to which the meaning of the task is informative ; the
level of complexity re¯ ects other aspects of the meaning of the situation, e.g. how
potentially comprehensible it is to a person. Sense also has two characteristics:
subjective value that solving a task has for a person, and the positive emotions
accompanying the achievement of a goal, that in turn engenders positive signi® cance.
Goal achievement and task solution that are threatened by obstacles, danger, unde-
sirable e� ort, etc. , are accompanied by a negative emotional state, that in turn
engenders negative signi® cance. The foregoing is described graphically in ® gure 6.

Another block is the `Formation of task’ . Perceiving and understanding the same
task may be accomplished in di� erent ways. Subjective formation of task and its
objective representation are di� erent. In the process of subjective formulation of the
task, both conscious and unconscious elements are present.

The next function block that operates with `Formation of task’ is `Subjectively
relevant task conditions’ . However, these two blocks constitute distinct stages of
activity regulation. `Subjectively relevant task conditions’ is a dynamic mental repre-
sentation of individual components of the task relevant to a speci® c stage of task
performance. These function blocks include not only conceptual, but also imagina-
tive components of activity. Following Endsley (1995), when conceptual components
of activity dominate, the notion of s̀ituation awareness’ is used. From the perspec-
tive of AT, situation awareness includes logical, conceptual components that provide
a dynamic, conscious re¯ ection of the situation. In most cases, situational awareness
relies on the verbalization process. Situation awareness may be considered as a sub-
block of s̀ubjectively relevant task conditions’ (Bedny and Meister 1999). Another
functional mechanism included in the functional block s̀ubjectively relevant task
conditions’ is `operative image’ . The `operative image’ provides a dynamic re¯ ection
of situation in imaginative form that tends to be more prominent in unconscious
processes and is not always accessible to verbalization (Oshanin 1977). In general,
this function block provides dynamic re¯ ection of the situation and its separate
components of activity. In the former case, it provides an orientational function,
in the later case regulative functions. How the individual imagines s̀ubjectively
relevant task conditions’ in a dynamic situation is vital for the development of the
approach to the task problem.
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`Assessment of task di� culty’ is a cognitive component of activity that involves
consciousness of the objective complexity of the task, as well as some intuitive
assessment of complexity. The more complex the task, the higher the probability
that the task will be evaluated as more di� cult. Evaluation of di� culty of task is a
conscious or unconscious comparison of one’ s capabilities and resources and the
objective characteristics of the task. The evaluation of task di� culty a� ects task
strategy, task performance, and, especially, motivation, but does not predetermine
the motivational process or the success of solving this task. Incorrect assessment of
task di� culty can result in inadequate personal sense or motivation to complete the
task. Increasing task di� culty ® rst of all causes intensi® cation of information pro-
cessing, particularly the work load of memory and thinking processing. Thus, this
block directly in¯ uences the function block f̀ormation of programme of perform-
ance’ , to be discussed below. The prominence of these causal relationships is desig-
nated in the model with a double lined arrow in ® gure 5. Increasing task di� culty
also in¯ uences motivational forces. The more di� cult the task, the greater the prob-
ability that the person will be motivated to perform the task. However, it does not
always take place, in the manner stated by Lee et al. (1989). The level of motivation
depends on a complex relationship between function blocks `assessment of task
di� culty’ and `assessment of the sense of the task’ . If a task is signi® cant and the
di� culty is increased, the subject becomes more motivated to perform it. However, if
the task is not signi® cant for the operator and the task is more di� cult, then the
operator’ s motivation is reduced.

`Past experience’ , as indicated, refers to the past experience of the subject. The
interaction of past experience and new input of information gives rise to the assess-
ment of the meaning of the new information. When input information is su� ciently
clear, then anyone may draw the same meaning from the identical input information.
When input information is very complicated and vague, then substantial variations
in subjective meaning are observed among diverse subjects exposed to the same
information. Subjective meaning is, therefore, an interaction of input information
and individual past experience available to the subject at the present time.

These function blocks comprise the ® rst subsystem of self-regulation called goal-
formation and orientational stage of self-regulation. At this stage, the subject orients
to the situation, develops goals, formulates a subjective image of the task and singles
out the salient components of the image of the task, as well as singling out task
relevant conditions. At the next step, subjects evaluate task di� culty and signi® cance
of task and, based on this form, a level of motivation either for pursuit or avoidance
of the task. This in turn leads to the executive stage of self-regulation. The function
blocks f̀ormation of the programme of task performance’ , `programme perform-
ance’ and `making decision about correction’ are all related to executive stages of
self-regulation. The function block f̀ormation of the programme of task perform-
ance’ involves the development of the programme of performance directed to achieve
the accepted goal. This function represents information pertaining to methods of
goal attainment. This programme is developed prior to task performance and may be
modi® ed during task performance. Following the development of task performance,
the next functional block involves activity regulation. This is the function block,
`programme of performance’ , responsible for execution of required activity accord-
ing to a plan. Realization of the developed programme of performance does not
necessarily match the developed programme.
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Self-regulation requires evaluation of outcomes and decisions about corrective
processes. Performance of the task enables the individual to obtain new data regard-
ing deviations that the individual can use to realign current performance or modify
subsequent performance cycles. This happens, to a great extent, as a result of feed-
back in¯ uences from the function block, `making a decision about correction’ .

Evaluative steps of self-regulation include ® ve function blocks. The ® rst is the
s̀ubjective standard of successful result’ . This standard derives from past experience,

signi® cance of task, and social comparison. Such standards can be modi® ed during
goal formation and decision-making processes. Sometimes, the formation of this
function block occurs almost immediately; in other cases its formation is a compli-
cated process associated with evaluation of interim and ® nal results of task. Such
standards may exist in advance, but may be modi® ed in the course of task perform-
ance. Bedny (1987) and Morosanova and Stepansky (1982) showed that subjects
develop not only s̀ubjective standards of successful results’ , but also s̀ubjective
standards of admissible deviations’ . At this stage of self-regulation, subjects de® ne
which errors are signi® cant and which are not. If these deviations do not exceed a
certain subjective tolerance, subjects do not correct their actions.

Results of performance are evaluated by subjects positively or negatively. This
involves two function blocksÐ `negative evaluation of result’ and `positive evalua-
tion of result’ . These function blocks are closely connected with emotional evaluative
and motivational aspects of activity. Most approaches to self-regulation establish
criteria for correction of in¯ uences that register only when the person obtains nega-
tive results. The model presented here, on the other hand, enables modi® cation in
response to positive evaluation of interim and ® nal results. For example, `positive
evaluation of result’ may enhance achievement motivation through connection with
the function block f̀ormation of the level of motivation’ , and be re¯ ected at a
cognitive level in the function block `making a decision about correction’ . This
psychological process, where success motivates further success, marks one important
distinction between psychological and homeostatic self -regulation.

In self-regulation, there are sequential stages of motivation (Bedny 1987). The
® rst stage is associated with the formation and acceptance of goal of activity and
formulation of the task. This ® rst stage involves motivational processes that are
directed to the exploration of a situation and its interpretation and formation of
goal and task. This stage of motivation process can be designated as explorative
motivation, because this motivational mechanism, together with cognitive processes,
intensi® es explorative activity. In some critical or dangerous situations, one can
observe distortion of motivational regulation. As a result, chaotic explorative actions
may be ignited, obscuring the evaluation process and delaying comprehension of the
situation. This phenomenon is observed in aviators during dangerous or critical
situations (Beregovoy et al. 1978).

The next stage of motivation is associated with the evaluation of task di� culty
and signi® cance of task. A second stage of motivation is connected with a com-
parison of a person’ s own abilities with his or her potential. The comparison of the
relationship between di� culty and signi® cance of task assumes importance.
Motivational processes at this stage can catalyse the person to pursue a goal, or
the opposite. Immobility under stress can result when a task is evaluated as very
important, but very di� cult. If the task is very important, while also very compli-
cated, negative emotional and motivational states rejecting the activity can emerge.
The third stage of motivation is germane to task performance. At this stage, motiva-
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tional processes are important to planning and execution of performance and take
the shape of di� erent methods of verbal planning of activity, when, how, how long
we need to perform, etc. (Heckhausen and Gollwitzer 1987). There are ways of
overcoming a negative motivational state during execution. For example, when a
person performs a simpleÐ if monotonousÐ task, it is easy to inaugurate such tasks,
but di� cult to sustain motivation to achieve the required goal. Feedback about task
performance that demonstrates how subjects approach the ® nal goal helps the
person reduce negative motivation and increase positive motivation. The fourth
motivational stage refers to the results of performance. For example, for those
who have lower self-esteem, it is important to receive positive evaluation of their
achievement upon completion of the task, even if the result is not perfect. In con-
trast, persons with high self-esteem, sometimes must receive more a modulated
evaluation. Thus, outlining four motivational stages in the regulation of activity
provides the opportunity to use theoretical data of motivation in practice more
e� ciently.

All four stages are closely related and are mutually in¯ uential on one another.
For example, a positive or negative evaluation of results of activity has implications
only in a situation where the person is motivated to achieve a goal. Similarly,
exploratory motivation for formation of a goal may be unrelated to the motivation
for the process required for executing the activity. Often, one encounters this in work
processes and learning activity. Positive motivation for goal attainment may be
combined with negative evaluation of task performance. This may be considered
as a contradiction or con¯ ict within a motivational process. By the same token,
positive motivation for goal attainment may combine with negative motivation
attached to the assessment of task di� culty, leading to the rejection of the desired
goal. Negative evaluation of one’ s own results may be unconnected with positive
external evaluative sources. In this situation, external reinforcement will be ine� ec-
tive. At the same time, overestimation of one’ s own result through neglect of the
objective complexity of the task, can lead one to ignore external evaluation, thereby
losing valuable information.

The model also contains a function block `new experience’ . An outcome of the
self-regulation processes is not merely attaining the goal, but the formation of an
experience of goal achievement. This is the foundation for a new a approach to
learning (Bedny 1981).

Self-regulation emerges as a result of the integration of di� erent functional
mechanisms that are not evenly developed. Some of them develop earlier ; some
later. Some are fully elaborated ; some are not. Moreover, some may even be omitted
altogether in some activities or situations. In other words, the model is an idealized
representation of the self-regulation process. Thus, in particular applications, pro-
fessionals may emphasize certain function blocks and their relationships, as well as
neglecting or subordinating particular function blocks. Speci® c psychological pro-
cesses and phenomena involved inside di� erent function blocks are not treated in
this model. The content and speci® city of each function block may only be construed
within the context of a particular activity. Self-regulation provides ¯ exibility and
adaptiveness of human behaviour. People actively and purposefully select and inter-
pret information about the environment and themselves, and develop a dynamic
plan of performance and criteria of evaluation in order to optimize the strategies
of activity performance.
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Activity is multi-dimensional and must, therefore, be studied with multiple
methods. That is why a number of methods exist for the study of activity. As
noted, not only functional but morphological and other methods are important.
All these methods are interdependent moments of study of activity.

10. Conclusion
The ideological context in the former Soviet Union, in which labour assumed central
importance as a human function, engendered speci® c conditions for the development
of psychological science along speci® c lines. Accordingly, with the exception of a
period of ¹15 years during the height of Stalinist repression, work psychology con-
stituted a basis for psychological research and theory in general. Another in¯ uence
with speci® c e� ects was the centralization of science. Of course, centralization was
never complete, so that di� erent scienti® c groups always worked somewhat auton-
omously. However, there was a pervasive tendency to unify scienti® c theories, con-
cepts and terminology. As a result, Soviet psychologists were more committed to
developing a uni® ed theory with a high level of generality. This has both advantages
and disadvantages. One of the disadvantages was a certain dogmatism that sup-
pressed alternate strains. One of the advantages was the avoidance of the fragmenta-
tion of the science, terminology and methods, and greater emphasis on general
theories than in a proliferation of micro-theories. The AT is an integrative theory
that undertakes to organize diverse concepts, approaches, phenomenon, etc., under
one rubric. The AT has developed a system of units of analysis around a well de® ned
notion of action with a very speci® c conceptual role. Emphasis on the concept of
action and processes of ontogenetic development can be more readily integrated with
the AT with cognitive psychology. This assumes importance for the practical appli-
cations. As in physics, where light has both particle and wave characteristics, in the
AT, cognition is understood as a process and as a system of actions or other func-
tional information processing units. Cognitive processes are structurally organized
with the goal of activity and its objectives. They are organized into a dynamic
functional system that must be studied from the perspective of systemic-structural
analysis.

One predecessor of the AT is the theory of cultural historical development of
higher mental functions developed by Vygotsky. However, in the development of the
AT, the work of Rubinshtein, Leont’ev and other scientists was also important. At
the same time, the physiological research of Bernshtein and Anohkin introduced into
psychology the notion of self-regulation and functional system. Western psycholo-
gists were generally unaware of Soviet ® ndings from the past generation. During this
period, much new data was obtained through the AT including new classi® cations,
updating and clari® cation of the units of analysis of activity, discovery of a number
of mechanisms of self -regulation of activity, more precise description of the structure
of activity, the development of a functional model for self-regulation of activity, and
delineation of a systemic-structural concept of analysis and design of activity.
Attention was devoted to the study of the development of personality through
involvement in di� erent aspects of activity and, ® nally, within the framework of
activity, a theory of learning was developed with important implications for training
and education. These last two aspects are not dealt with in the present work.

One important advantage of AT for the integration of diverse approaches is that
the AT a� ords an opportunity to unify and standardize terminology and attempts to
present that obtained in a systematic fashion. For example, borrowing notions such
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as modelling, system, information, etc., from other sciences preserves their original
meaning, which is frequently not apropos to psychology. Thus, certain ergonomists
express the desire to go `beyond’ general psychological discussion. Currently, in
psychology, there is an enormous amount of data gathered, some of which is very
useful. However, in the absence of standardized terminology and uni® ed theory, the
attempt to connect them into a holistic system becomes very di� cult and causes the
loss of a great deal of data in practice.

Next, it is noted that activity and behaviour are complicated systemic and multi-
dimensional entities that can be studied from multiple perspectives. Accordingly, the
AT developed a systemic-structural method of study. This approach calls for the use
of diverse units of analysis, the extraction of di� erent stages and levels of analysis,
and development of di� erent procedures of study organized in a speci® c system. All
of this provides the point of departure for an interdependent system of models that
describe the same activity using di� erent languages of description. Formalization of
procedures of description, their standardization, and the convergence of psycho-
logical methods with those developed in engineering and computer science, provide
greater opportunities for the use of psychology in ergonomics.
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